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The Center
Translation work, the final chapter of The Goblet of Truth

During my stay in
Switzerland, I asked a few
people at the Semjase Silver
Star Center why the name of
this special place is in
English, instead of German.
No one could give me a
definitive answer. Most who
are well acquainted with it
refer to by its initials, SSSC or
just call it “the center”.
Not having asked anyone, I
can only guess at some of the
reasons why others visit this
beautiful place. Many
obviously want to meet the
man that writes the books
telling the true story about

where we came from and
why we are here. I suspect
some view the center as a
place to find relief, like the
Russian gentleman who
called himself “Zoltan”. Rem
Robinson and I met him
while sitting in front of the
Freihof, one evening. This
man thought he was being
guided by the “Pleiadians”,
to visit with Billy so that he
could confirm the reality of
his contacts with his
extraterrestrial guides.
Obviously suffering from
delusions, the conversation
with this man while truly
bizarre, for the core group

members just another visitor’s day in
Hinterschmidruti.
I stayed near the center for 17 days.
Circumstances changed so much
during that time; it felt like three
different trips. My new friend Rem
was the only constant. A passive
member who lives near me in
Boulder, Colorado, we met a few
2
times in Colorado before meeting
again at the center. The first several
days at the center was a flurry of
social activities as people from all
over the world came for the Passive
member’s dinner and meeting, then
the barbeque. The Passive Member
meeting was in German so I could 3
not understand much of what was
presented. I had to rely on others
that spoke both English and German
to give me the highlights. Some
things like Christina Gasser’s
memorial, was a video so I could
enjoy the visuals and music. Other
information such as the dissolving of
the Japan FIGU group, and the fact
that donations have dropped, and
the number of members grew by 12
in the last year had to be repeated in
English. This reinforced my desire
and determination to learn the
German language. Not only to be
able to read the books and articles
Billy and the other core group
members write, but also to be more
informed and connected to the small
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community of approximately 300 people that
make up the passive membership. A
conversation with Willem Mondria later in my
visit inspired me to pursue a degree in German.
The small communities near the center seem
frozen in time. There are no fast food
restaurants, or large grocery stores. I saw no
big box, or department stores. Except for the
restaurants, the towns are pretty well closed
down by 7 pm. If you need to wash your
clothes, count on doing them in the bathroom
sink of your hotel room. Every Swiss person
has a washer and dryer so there are no
Laundromats near by. Clean clothes and Wi-Fi
difficult to come by, are almost impossible if
you decide to camp at the center. Several
conversations formed over drinks at night
about buying a farmhouse near the center for
members to stay in for a modest fee. This could
help ease the financial hardship for those who
visit and work at the center.
It struck me as I was walking the grounds of the
center that I was at a place where worldchanging history was quietly being made. I
thought about the way others might view this
place in the future. The myths that would be
written, and religion formed around a
community, which ironically, is currently
working diligently to preserve the truth. I came
to the center not only to meet other members

from different parts of the world but also
because I wanted to know and understand this
place, and the people that live and work here. I
wanted to be a part of the mundane activities
that happen each day in order to keep the
mission moving forward.
I spent most of my work time cutting and
removing the grass around the small trees that
grow on the hillsides. As we walked to and
from the work site, Rem would mimic the calls
of the peacocks and the turkeys. He was quite
good at it and it never failed to make me laugh.
We told each other about our lives and sang
funny songs while we gave the little trees a
chance to soak up more sunlight. I think the
Canadian group thought we were quite silly at
times.
Though they were sturdy, I didn’t bring the
right type of shoes. “Next time I will bring a
thinner soled trail shoe with good traction”. I
thought to myself as I massaged my sore feet
and ankles at night. I slid down the muddy
hills several times while working so my pants
were always mud caked. My portable
clothesline came in handy though it was always
a feat of creativity to find ways to put up in a
hotel room with no bath.
It rained quite a lot while I was there, and I
marveled the gutter and drainage system that
had been designed to handle the large amount
Continued…
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of moisture the center gets. Rem and I, and
later my husband Bill joined us and worked
with Kunio to make sure the leaves, pine
needles and dirt were removed from the
many gutters around the property. A new
drain was being put in near the house and
each day I would see Billy outside
supervising the work until it was done. One
day, shortly after it was completed I saw
Billy, standing outside, holding a red
umbrella, and watching the new drain
swallow up the heavy rainfall.
I loved going into the warm kitchen on those
rainy days to share meals and drink hot coffee
while listening to mostly Swiss-German
conversations. I would try to figure out what
was being said but I understood very little.
At times dinner had almost a festive air when
the core group members would come and
share a meal, or the night Freddy made his
delicious crepes. One night I sat in the
kitchen watching Billy and Patric Chenaux
play several fast games of Chess. Patric
explained to me that many people play chess
too slowly, overthinking their moves.
Playing at quicker pace trains the mind not
only to focus but also to make quicker
decisions. The direction of your opponent’s
strategy becomes clearer when the game
moves faster. Patric has been playing chess
with Billy for 12 years and has even beaten
him several times. Billy learned to play chess
when he was young, and after just a few

weeks was winning chess tournaments.
I celebrated my 51st birthday over dinner in a
nearby village with other passive members,
working in the garden and clearing tree limbs
in the forest. Later I found out from Rem that
a contact at the center had taken place that
same day.
As the days passed, the center became quiet as
those who came to work and attend the
meeting left for home. When the time came
for us to leave, I went into the kitchen one last
time to pay for our meals and to say goodbye.
Bill, Rem and I were off to Berlin on a new
adventure. Bernadette gave me some
welcome sight seeing advice, and Eva
surprised me with a much-appreciated hug
and kiss on each cheek…until next year.
Karrol Steeves
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Contact Report 539
Excerpt from FIGU Special Bulletin #68
Translation by Bruce Lulla
This is an unofficial, unauthorized translation and may contain errors
The original german version can be found on the FIGU Switzerland website at:
http://www.figu.org/ch/verein/periodika/sonder-bulletin/2012/nr-68/mitt-romney
Reader question.
Who will be elected in the presidential elections in the U.S., and what kind of person is Mitt Romney?
R. Hunter, United States
Response.
Also, this is an excerpt from the 539th official contact conversation of May 1, 2012. Talk, in and
of itself, between Ptaah and I, actually have long since ceased on such politically-themed matters, but in
exceptional cases we have had brief conversations to satisfy the many questions.
Billy
Billy ... Here I have some questions. The first is one, I am asked time and
again recently, namely, who will likely win in the 2012 U.S. presidential election,
whether it will be Obama or Republican Mitt Romney, and if it is the latter, what kind of man he
is. Whoever wins the election there, you've already told me
that you want to be officially silent about that, which I also accept. So the
question is then, although those remain open, what kind of person is this man Romney.
Do you possess the necessary knowledge in this regard, and if so, can you talk about it?
Ptaah. To say a few words,
This is a man, who can by no means, be described as a good guy, because he is an
unpredictable, unscrupulous and ice-cold power-mongrel and
Consectetuer:
to boot a calculating psychopath, who is driven by might-greed and wherein
any compassion for the fellow human beings is totally foreign.
With your words you'd say, that he walks over corpses without hesitation. Any more is not to be said for
the assessment of this man.
Billy. Therefore a diehard power-mongerer, who as a ruler can leave broken piles of everything
evil, if he should come to the helm.
Billy ... But still a question regarding the psychopathology you have raised with regard to the U.S.
presidential candidate: When psychopathology is discussed in general,
what special features stand out in psychopaths, i.e.. which evil and negative characteristics and
behavioral patterns are peculiar to them, in which they can be recognized?
Ptaah. To recognize psychopaths as such, is fundamentally difficult for the nonprofessional
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continued
because Psychopathy is frequently associated with nearly perfect acting-skills, therefore in the earthly
realm, even experts can thereby be deceived and issue false assessment- and valency-reports for
psychopaths. This is not surprising, when it is considered that on Earth such professionals, such as
psychologists and psychiatrists, are partial with regard to their capabilities of themselves and very often
overestimate their abilities and understanding, therefore false judgments and misjudgements often appear.
Billy - Which is naturally, however, denied by these "experts".
Ptaah. Which happens from boastfulness and self-protection, etc. But listen to what is observed with
regard to the behavior-patterns of psychopaths in all sorts of relations.
Besides, there are many factors which I want to specify in decisive way.
Thus, the psychopath usually owns a greater number of the following unvalues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Lack of logical decisions
Lack of rational action
Irresponsible actions
Multiple sexual-partner-changing
Pathological lying, hypocrisy
Unsustainable promises, breaking them
Exaggerated thoughts and feelings with regard to the person's own values
False, i.e. feigned charm (scharm)
Boredom
Fraudulent behavior
Parasitism
Deficiency with regard to real and long-term goals in a variety of kinds and ways
Manipulative behavior with regard to the fellow human beings
Selfish lifestyles
Bedazzle, i.e.. deceive and mislead the fellow human beings
Lack of a guilt-consciousness
Absence of behavioral control
Unpredictability
High-handedness according to the principle of "after me the deluge"

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Unscrupulousness
Defamation addiction
Sense of unrighteousness
Strong poverty of feeling through corresponding thoughts
Death penalty support
Torture Advocacy
Hateful conduct
Egoism
Propensity for cunning, trickiness
Fraudulent manipulation-behavior
Deficiency of guilt-consciousness
Deficiency of Responsibility-bearing

32. Deficiency of deep-reaching thoughts and feelings
33. Deficiency of behavioral control
34. Deficiency of self-responsibility
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Summer 2012

Lack of dismay and compassion
The lack of long-term and realistic goals
Unrepentantness
Deficiency of empathy
Thought and feeling-coldness
Irresponsibility towards fellow human beings
Readiness for revenge and retaliation
Intriguefullness
Might-bearing / might-greed
Irresponsible talk
Irresponsible agitation
Large criminal energy
Very extreme impulsiveness
Violation of laws, recommendations, ordinances, regulations, prohibitions and instructions, etc.
Promise-fragility
Absence of self control
Unhonesty
Disloyalty
Unscrupulousness
Authoritarian
Propensity for sadism
Falseness, deviousness
Willingness for combat and acts of war
Profiteering-addiction
Covet-addiction
Antisocial behavior
Propensity for bullying / mobbing
Self-praise, self-congratulation
Propensity to denounce
Pathological moodiness
Deficiency of remorse
Deficiency of empathy
Severe impulsiveness
Propensities for swindle and deception
Insufficient self-cognition
Indifference

These are the 70 most important behavior-factors that are inherent to psychopaths. The whole thing is a
scale, with which the human can judge him/herself as well as other humans, with regard to
a psychopathic character-pattern. The 70 listed negative attributes are considered standard for the
given reference measure of psychopathy, thus the more properties that one owns or apply
to another human, the more a psychopathic behavior-pattern is established. If 18 of the
mentioned 70 negative attributes specifically or otherwise apply to human beings, then it
must be spoken of as an extensive and deep-reaching psychopathy.
Billy. Thank you. This is a clear statement with regard to the factors from which results
a psychopathy. As it is now, however, if more than 18 of these characteristics apply to a human being,
can it be said of them that the psychopathy is therefore more profound?
Ptaah. This actually corresponds to reality, because the more of the mentioned negative attributes that
occur in appearance, the more profound and pathological, in other words, the more morbid, is
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the psychopathy. This also means that already if even only a few of the negative qualities listed occur in a
human in appearance, already a more or less psychopathic behavior-pattern is established. However, if
the number of 18 of the negative attributes is reached, then, as I said, an extensively deep-reaching
and pathological psychopathy is given, which may also be genetically-caused under certain
circumstances, because any form of psychopathy is inheritable.
Billy. So just as the religious belief, in other words, the God-belief and the connected extreme fanaticism.
Ptaah. Yes, that's right.

Lunch the morning following the Christian Frehner Presentation
August 24, 2012

I have taken many trips and lived in
several cities within the U.S., but never
have been to a city quite like Toronto,
Ontario. It is both welcoming and
beautiful. But, most importantly, taking
this trip to meet with like-minded
humans who are focused on
consciousness development and to listen
to a lecture by one of the original FIGU
Landesgruppe Switzerland members,
Christian Frehner was truly a singularly
outstanding highlight in my life. As there
are so few who are earnestly seeking real
Truth, Love, Wisdom and Knowledge; to
be surrounded by such people was a life
altering experience. I have only had to
opportunity to interact in person with
others who are actively working to
perpetuate their own evolution and the
Mission on two occasions in my life; this
occasion was the second of them. To say
that the meetings I’ve had with likeminded humans were valuable and life
altering is an understatement.
The first time I met with friends of this

type was in June of this year. I came away
from the gathering with a greater
determination to evolve my own
understanding of Spiritual principles and
knowledge and to apply them more
effectively in my life. I was both encouraged
and inspired. Previous to my first meeting, I
perceived meditation as being too difficult
and beyond my capabilities, but when I
returned home I began meditating each
day. Within just a few months my health
improved. As I have AIDS, my CD4 count
had been low for several years, hovering
around 100. CD4 counts are reported as the
number of cells in a cubic millimeter of
blood. A normal CD4 count is from 500 to
1,500 cells per cubic millimeter of blood. My
CD4 count nearly doubled from 109 to 173
after just two months meditation. My overall
level of pain has decreased significantly and
my ability to concentrate and overall
contentment with life has improved.
My second meeting with like-minded people
this past August 24th for the Christian
Frehner lecture was as positive for me. I
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gained even more knowledge and wisdom
from my interactions. I returned with even
greater determination in taking due
responsibility for my life. My vision of life
has become even clearer. Any sentiments of
doubt that I may have had previously have
been further diminished. Meeting with likeminded humans has brought me comfort
and increased joy. My thoughts have
changed. My feelings have changed. Hence
my words, deeds and actions are
changing. I extend my gratitude to
Christian Frehner, FIGU Landesgruppe
Canada, and my friends Timothy James and
Sanjin Deric for helping to make this all
possible.
Kevin Pigford

Christian Frehner and Tim James

Auszüge aus dem 540. offiziellen Kontaktgespräch ...

Excerpts from the 540th official contact conversation ...
...vom 19. Mai 2012

...from the 19th of May, 2012
Translation by Bruce Lulla
This is an unofficial, unauthorized Translation and may contain errors
Billy … Dann habe ich aber hier noch eine Frage wegen dem Erdmagnetismus, der ja schon seit langer Zeit immer schwächer
werden soll. Kannst du mir den Grund dafür sagen?

Billy ... Then, however, I have here still a question because of the earth's magnetism, which, for a long time
already, should become increasingly weaker. Can you tell me the reason for this?
Ptaah Der schwächer werdende Erdmagnetismus ist verbunden mit der magnetischen Erdumpolung, die das letzte Mal vor rund
700 000 Jahren stattgefunden hat. Bei der Erde wiederholt sich eine magnetische Erdumpolung jeweils in einem Zeitraum von ca.
500 000 Jahren, wobei es jedoch je nach Umständen auch bis zu 900 000 Jahre dauern kann. Ein kontinuierliches Abnehmen und
damit auch eine Veränderung des Erdmagnetfeldes weist darauf hin, dass sich eine neuerliche Erdumpolung anbahnt. Das
bedeutet, dass letztlich das Magnetfeld wandert und eine Polumkehr hervorruft. Demzufolge kann unter Umständen ein
kurzzeitiger Magnetzusammenbruch erfolgen, wenn sich das Ganze in umpolender Weise neu aufbaut. Und da der
Erdmagnetismus nicht überall auf dem Planeten gleich stark ist und Magnetismusschwankungen auftreten, kann das in
mancherlei Beziehungen auch negative Folgen haben. So hat der schwächer werdende Erdmagnetismus auch einen gewissen
Einfluss auf die Wolkengebilde in der Weise, dass sie an Höhe verlieren, sich mehr verdichten und sich näher über der
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Erdoberfläche bewegen, wodurch die Blitzaktivität nach unten hin gefährlicher wird. Einen kleinen Vorteil hat das Absinken
der Wolkendecke allerdings doch, denn dadurch wird der Treibhauseffekt etwas gemindert, weil mehr Strahlen der Sonne
reflektiert werden. Ein störender Einfluss erfolgt z.B. in bezug auf die Bewegungen der sich im Inneren des Planeten
befindenden Erdpetroleumseen, doch gleichermassen werden auch die sich im Erdinnern befindenden umfangreichen
Wassermassen bewegt, die, würden sie nach aussen dringen, die ganze Erde kilometerhoch bedecken würden. All diese
Bewegungen zeitigen verschiedene Wirkungen, die gewisse geologische Veränderungen auf und im Planeten, wie in
biologischer Hinsicht auch bei den Lebewesen im Erduntergrund sowie auf der Erdoberfläche, in den Wassern und in der
Luft hervorrufen.

Ptaah - The more weakly growing earth's magnetism is connected with the magnetic earth-polarityreversal which the last time took place about 700,000 years ago. With the earth a magnetic earthpolarity-reversal repeats itself in each case over a period of approx. 500,000 years, whereby depending
on the circumstances it can take up to 900,000 years. A continuous decreasing and hence a change in
the earth's magnetic field indicates that a renewed earth-polarity-reversal is approaching. This means
that ultimately the magnetic field wanders and brings about a polarity reversal. Consequently, under
certain circumstances, a brief magnetic breakdown takes place when reverse-polarity wise, the whole
thing newly builds up. And because the Earth's magnetism is not equally strong everywhere on the
planet and magnetism-fluctuations appear, it can have negative consequences in many relationships.
Thus the weakening geomagnetism also has a certain influence on the cloud formations in the wise that
they lose altitude, condense more and move closer above the earth's surface, whereby the lightning
activity is more dangerous down there. Nevertheless, dropping the cloud cover has a small benefit
however, for thereby the greenhouse effect is somewhat diminished because more rays of the sun are
reflected. A disturbing influence occurs, e.g., with regard to the movements of the earths petroleum
lakes that are available in the interior of the planet, however in equal measure the extensive masses of
water that are available in the interior of the earth are also moved, which kilometers-high would cover
the whole earth, would they penetrate to the outside. All these movements produce different effects,
which cause certain geological changes on and in the planet, as well as in biological terms of the living
beings in the Earth's underground as well as on the earth's surface, in the waters and in the air.
Billy Interessant, darüber solltest du mir einmal mehr erklären. Aber das Ganze bedeutet auch, dass die Erde auf eine
magnetische Erdumpolung zusteuert. Meines Wissens läuft dieser Vorgang wirklich, da ja der magnetische Nordpol bereits
wandert und zur Zeit auf Grönland ist. Das jedenfalls sagte bereits 1977 deine Tochter Semjase.

Billy - Interesting, you should explain more to me about this sometime. But the whole thing also means
that the Earth is heading for a magnetic earth-polarity-reversal. To my knowledge that process really
runs, since the magnetic north pole already wanders and is currently in Greenland. In any case, your
daughter Semjase said this, already in 1977.
Ptaah Das ist richtig.

Ptaah - That is correct.
Billy Da du sagst, dass durch den schwankenden Erdmagnetismus in mancherlei Beziehungen negative Folgen auftreten, da
kommt mir eine Idee: Verschiedentlich haben Semjase, Quetzal, du und ich darüber gesprochen, dass sich ganze Herden von
Fischen, Walen, Delphinen, Seehunden und Robben usw. von ihren eigentlich angestammten Plätzen im Meer an andere Orte
hin wegbewegen oder sich auf Strände werfen und elend verenden. Gleiches geschieht auch auf dem Land, da sich Tiere und
Getier sowie Vögel über Klippen oder Felsen in den Tod stürzen. Leider haben wir nur ein- oder zweimal kurz offiziell und
sonst nur immer privaterweise darüber gesprochen und auch nur in bezug darauf, dass durch erdmagnetische Störungen,
starke Funkwellen sowie durch Lärmverschmutzung durch Schiffe in den Meeren sowie durch Bombenabwürfe,
Geschützfeuer, Explosionen und andere durch den Menschen erzeugte Störungen die Tier-, Getier-, Vogel-, Geflügel-, Fisch-,
Amphibien- und Insektenwelten in Panik getrieben werden. Nun kommt mir der Gedanke, dass nebst diesen durch den
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Menschen der Erde verursachte Katastrophen vielleicht auch der Erdmagnetismus eine grosse Rolle spielen könnte in bezug
darauf, dass sich ganze Herden Wale, Delphine, Robben und Fische an andere Orte bewegen oder sich auf die Meeresstrände
werfen und elend verenden, wie sich auch Herden von Tieren und Getier über Klippen und Felsen in den Tod stürzen oder Vögel
massenweise den Tod suchen. Über den Grund dafür rätseln die Wissenschaftler schon lange, doch finden sie keine Erklärungen
dafür.

Billy - Since you're saying that negative consequences appear in many relationships through the
fluctuating earth magnetism, that gives me an idea: Several times Semjase, Quetzal, you and I have spoken
about the fact that whole herds of fish, whales, dolphins, sea-dogs and seals, etc., move away from their
actual traditional places in the sea towards other places or throw themselves on beaches and miserably
perish. The same also happens on the land, as animals and creatures as well as birds plunge to their death
over rocks or cliffs . Unfortunately, we have spoken briefly only once or twice officially and otherwise only
more privately about that, and also only with regard to the fact that through earth-magnetic/geomagnetic
disturbances, strong radio waves as well as through noise pollution by ships in the seas as well as by
dropping bombs, gunfire, explosions and through other man-made disturbances, the animal-, creature-,
bird-, poultry-, fish-, amphibian- and insect-worlds are driven into panic. Now the thought comes to me
that apart from those catastrophes caused through activities of the earth humans, perhaps also the earth's
magnetism could play a big role concerning situations where whole herds of whales, dolphins, seals and
fish move around to other places or throw themselves on the coastal beaches and miserably perish, as also
herds of animals and creatures or birds seek death en masse, throwing themselves over cliffs and rocks and
plunging to their deaths. For a long time the scientists puzzle over the reasons for this, however they find
no explanations for it.
Ptaah Tatsächlich hast du über diese Phänomene mit meiner Tochter und mit Quetzal ebenso gesprochen wie auch mit mir. Wir
zwei sprachen darüber in den Jahren 1993 und 1995, wobei du magnetische Störungen bereits angesprochen, jedoch wohl
anderweitig verstanden hast, eben nicht als Erdmagnetismus, sondern als magnetische Störungen technischer Natur, wie diese
durch die Erdenmenschen erzeugt werden. Und was deine Annahme betrifft, dass erdmagnetische Störungen der Ursprung des
Ganzen sein können, trifft das tatsächlich zu, und zwar in derart grossem Masse, dass all die Störungen, die durch die
Erdenmenschen verursacht werden, nur etwa zu 20 Prozent ins Gewicht fallen. Der Ursprung des Ganzen liegt in den
wechselnden Stärken und Verschiebungen des Erdmagnetismus, der sich in einem starken Wandel der Abschwächung und der
Veränderung befindet und der in den letzten 150 Jahren in seiner Stärke bereits um rund 10 Prozent schwächer geworden ist.
Diese Abnahme geschieht auch weiterhin, und zwar mit rund 6 Prozent pro Jahrhundert.

Ptaah - In fact, you have spoken about these phenomena with my daughter and with Quetzal, as well as
with me. The two of us talked about this in the years 1993 and 1995, in which you already mentioned
magnetic interference/disturbance, but have otherwise well understood, not as the earth's magnetism, but
rather as magnetic interference/disturbance of a technical nature, such as those produced by the human
beings of Earth. And as for your assumption that geomagnetic disturbances may be the origin of the whole
thing, is one such fact, and indeed to such a large extent that all the disturbances which are caused by the
earth humans fall to only about 20 percent of its weight. The origin of it all lies in the varying strengths
and displacements of the earth's magnetism, which finds itself in a strong change to the downside and
during the last 150 years; the change in its strength has already weakened by around 10 percent. This
decline also happens furthermore, namely with around 6 percent per century.
Billy Aha, deine Antwort schafft die Möglichkeit der Berechnung, wann die Polumkehr erfolgen wird resp. wann der Nordpol
dort sein wird, wo jetzt der Südpol ist – und eben umgekehrt. Semjase sagte mir ja bereits in den 1970er Jahren, dass in etwa 1000
Jahren der magnetische Nordpol, der heute bei Grönland ist, seinen Punkt dort einnehmen wird, wo heute Mekka ist. Tja, so wird
es dann ja wohl sein. Und was du sagst bezüglich der magnetischen Störungen, die ich früher erwähnte, so liegst du damit wohl
richtig, denn damals brachte ich das Ganze noch nicht mit den ErdmagnetismusSchwankungen in Zusammenhang, was jetzt aber
gemäss deinen Erklärungen der Fall ist.

Billy - Aha, your answer creates the possibility of calculating when the polarity reversal will be taking
place, i.e., when the North Pole will be where the South Pole is now - and the other way round. Semjase
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told me already in the 1970s that in about 1000 years, the magnetic north pole, which today is in
Greenland, would take its point there, where Mecca is today. Well, if it is then so be it. And what you say
regarding the magnetic disturbances, which I mentioned earlier, you rightly lie so well, because back
then I hadn't yet brought the whole thing in connection with the earth's magnetism/geomagnetic
fluctuations, which however is now the case according to your explanations.
Billy … Bei der ganzen Sache ist es einfach bedauerlich, dass das Volk in diesen Dingen unwissend ist und nicht wirklich über
die Tatsachen informiert wird, weshalb von ihm auch nichts dagegen unternommen wird. Anderseits ist es aber auch so, dass
das Gros des Volkes gleichgültig ist und auch nichts unternimmt, wenn es informiert wird, denn Eigeninitiative in bezug auf die
Welt, die Mitmenschen, die Fauna und Flora sowie die Natur und den Planeten ist ihm fremd, jedoch ausgeartet auf die eigenen
Bedürfnisse bezogen. Allgemein wird jedoch das Volk ganz bewusst unwissend gehalten, denn je unwissender und
wissensmässig dümmer die Menschen sind, desto leichter können sie ausgebeutet, beherrscht, unterjocht und als Narren
behandelt werden, und zwar sowohl von den Religionen und Sekten resp. von deren Vertretern und Gurus, wie aber auch von
Multis, Wissenschaftlern, Konzernen, diversen Organisationen und vor allem auch von Behörden und Regierenden.

Billy ... The whole thing is simply unfortunate that the people are unknowing in these things and will not
really be informed about the facts and therefore also from them, nothing is done about it. On the other
hand, it is also a fact that the majority of the people are indifferent and also does not do anything if they
would be informed, because their own initiative with regard to the world, the fellow human beings, the
fauna and flora as well as the nature and the planet is foreign to them, however degenerated (having got
out of the control of the good nature) based to their own needs. Generally, however, the people will be
kept deliberately ignorant/unknowing because the more ignorant/unknowing and knowledge-related
dumber the humans are, the easier they can be exploited, dominated, subjugated and treated as fools,
namely, i.e., both from religions and sects, their representatives, and gurus, as well as from
multinationals, scientists, corporations, diverse organizations and, above all, by rulers and authorities.
Ptaah Das ist ein schweres und wahres Wort, doch werden sich viele nicht darüber freuen und wieder Feindlichkeiten gegen
dich hegen. Freunde machst du dir jedenfalls nicht viele damit, besonders eben dann nicht, wenn du …

Ptaah - This is a hard and a true word, but not many will be happy about it and again will harbor
animosity against you. You certainly make yourself not so many friends, precisely, especially not when
you ...
Billy Du meinst, wenn ich das auch an der Öffentlichkeit vertrete.

Billy - You mean when I am representing this also to the public.
Ptaah Das wollte ich sagen, doch du hast es offensichtlich verstanden, ehe ich es aussprechen konnte.

Ptaah - This I wanted to say, but you had clearly understood it before I could say it.
Billy War ja auch nicht schwer, deine Gedanken aufzufangen und zu verstehen – laut genug waren sie ja. Mit dem, was ich
sagte, bin ich nicht darauf aus, mir viele Freunde zu machen. Bestimmt werden es aber einige sein, die mir ihre Freundschaft
schenken, doch um diese zu gewinnen, muss auch in Kauf genommen werden, dass auch Feinde auftreten. Die Wahrheit ist,
dass wer Freunde gewinnen will, dem treten immer viele Widersacher in den Weg, die sich als böse Feinde entpuppen. Diese
aber lauern überall mit Lug und Betrug sowie mit Verleumdungen und Fälschungen und Intrigen. Das habe ich in meinem
Leben bis zur Genüge erfahren, selbst in der eigenen Familie, doch das konnte und wird mich nie davon abhalten, meine
Mission zu erfüllen. Also trete ich, wie schon immer, offen auf und rede, was zu reden und was zu sagen ist. Meine Devise war
und wird immer sein, mich nicht in einer Festung oder in einer Höhle usw. zu verkriechen und mich nicht vor der Öffentlichkeit
in bezug auf die Lehre und Mission zu isolieren. Würde ich dies nicht so halten, dann würde ich gegen die Mission und die
Lehre eine Isolation erzeugen, durch die gesamthaft alle für die Menschen der Erde lebenswichtigen Informationen abgeblockt
würden. Das Machtpotential meiner Feinde mit ihren Lügen und Verleumdungen sowie mit ihrer kindischen Kritik usw. ist
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gross, und dass sie zahlreich sind und ich immer wieder die Zielscheibe für ihre miesen Angriffe bin, das ist unbestreitbar.
Trotzdem lasse ich mich aber nicht beirren. Meine Feinde sind Menschen, das ist mein Verstehen, die alle Regeln des sozialen
Miteinanders in den Schmutz treten und sich mächtig glauben. Genauso wie Freunde gute zwischenmenschliche Beziehungen,
ehrliche Liebe und Gleichgesinnte brauchen, brauchen die Feinde für ihre infamen Machenschaften, ihren Hass sowie für ihre
Lügen, Betrügereien und Verleumdungen usw. ihnen hörige Verbündete mit miesem Charakter und einer ausgearteten
Eigennützigkeit, Verschlagenheit und Unehrlichkeit. All diese Feinde, die gegen mich arbeiten, verstehen nicht die Ehrlichkeit,
die ich haben und pflegen muss, um die Lehre zu verbreiten und die Mission zu erfüllen. Sie sind absolut unfähig,
nachvollziehen zu können, wie einsam, hart und steinig der Weg unter den Menschen auf dieser Erde ist, der für die Ehrlichkeit
und die Bescheidenheit gegangen werden muss, und sie haben keinen Deut einer Ahnung, welche Anstrengungen mit allem
verbunden sind. Doch in ihrer Unehrlichkeit, Lügerei, Betrügerei und Verleumderei können und wollen sie das Ganze nicht
erfassen, denn würden sie das tun und dadurch alles verstehen, dann würden sie die Effekte ihrer Gemeinheiten, Intrigen und
ihrer eingebildeten Machtstellung zerstören und sie bedenklich klein und nichtig werden lassen.

Billy - Yes, it was also not difficult to catch your thoughts and understand - they were loud enough
indeed. With what I said, I'm not out to make myself many friends. Certainly, however, there will be
some who give me their friendship, but in order to win them, it must also be taken into account that
enemies also appear. The truth is that for anyone who wants to make friends that many adversaries ever
stand in the way, which reveal themselves as evil fiends. These however are lurking everywhere with
lies and deceptions, as well as slanders and falsifications and intrigues. Which I have experienced so far
in my life well enough, even within my own family, but that could and will never stop me from fulfilling
my mission. So I come, as always, to speak openly and to speak and to say what is to be said. My
approach has been and always will be, not to crawl into a fortress or in a cave, etc. and not to isolate
myself from the public with regard to the teaching and mission. If I did not maintain this in such a way,
I would generate isolation against the mission and the teaching, through which entirely all vitally
important information for the humans of the Earth would be blocked. The might-potential of my
enemies with their lies and calumnies, as well as with their childish criticism, etc. is great, and they are
numerous, and I'm repeatedly the target of their miserable attacks, this is undeniable. Nevertheless, I let
myself be swayed not. My enemies are humans, it is my understanding, that kick all the rules of social
coexistence in the dirt and mightily believe in themselves. Just as friends need good interpersonal
relationships, honest love and like-minded ones, the enemies need their enslaved allies with rotten
character and a degenerated (having got out of the control of the good nature) selfishness, deviousness
and unhonesty etc., for their infamous machinations, their hate as well as their lies, cheatings and
calumnies. All these fiends that work against me, do not understand the honesty that I must have and
maintain, in order to spread the teaching and to fulfill the mission. They are absolutely unable to
comprehend how solitary, hard and rocky the road among the people on this earth is, which must be
taken in the honesty and the modesty, and they have not one bit of a clue of the efforts which are
connected with everything. But in their unhonesty, lying, cheating and slandering they can not and will
not capture the whole thing, because if they would do that and thereby understand everything, then
they would destroy the effects of their dirty deeds, intrigues and their imagined positions of power and
would let them become dubiously small and insignificant.
Ptaah Dazu muss ich nichts mehr sagen, denn jedes weitere Wort wäre zuviel.

Ptaah - For this purpose I must say nothing more, as each additional word would be too much.
Billy Manchmal kommt es einfach über mich, und dann muss ich eben reden.

Billy - Sometimes it simply comes over me, and then I just must speak.
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Member Profile: Patrick McKnight (PatM)
Hello, my name is Patrick McKnight. Some of you may know me as PatM on the FIGU English Forum.
I wanted to share with all of you my background as well as why and how I became a member of the
Creational Truth group.
I was born in Albuquerque, New Mexico on January 24th 1956. I was raised in a family where my father
was a 32nd degree Mason and my mother was strong Catholic. It was my parents’ decision to raise my 4
brothers, 1 sister and me in the Catholic religion, and to leave it up to us in later life what we would
follow. I was very active in church youth groups from a very young age. As I began questioning my
faith/belief and what I was taught I began studying other religions trying to find similarities in what I
understood from what I was taught and found that all religions basically were interpreting the same
thing in different ways, all saying that their interpretation was the right way and everyone else’s was
wrong. My own resulting understanding I discussed with the Catholic priest of the church I belonged
to. This discussion led me to the decision that none of the religions I had studied were correct in any of
the interpretations they taught of what God (which at the time I referred to as the “Whole” and later
learned the correct term was “Creation”), my spirit, and my physical body actually was and how they
all interacted with each other as a whole.
Space exploration was just starting up and my interest peaked with an understanding that there might
be others out there with much to teach…. This is when I established my 3 long term goals; 1) Step
aboard a space craft, 2) bring back the information they taught, and 3) share the information with
everyone else. So I started reading everything I could find on UFOs looking for one case that I could
truly believe.
I first learned about Billy Meier in the summer of 1979 when I first met Jim Dilettoso while I was
working for a concert sound company and Jim was the promoter for a concert in Phoenix. I ended up
spending three days with him reading Wendelle Stevens’ translated copy of Billy’s contact notes. This
was the case I had been looking for. That is when I decided that Billy already accomplished my longterm goals 1 and 2 and so I would dedicate my life focusing on the 3rd goal: Sharing this information.
Knowing that computers would become the best way to communicate/share information in 1980 I
started learning everything I could about computers by working for a company called Digital
Equipment Corporation. I spent the next 18 years working for Digital as a project manager automating
corporate data centers around the United States and then for Microsoft Corporation for the next 10
years (5 years as a Digital consultant to Microsoft based in Redmond, WA and 5 as a Microsoft
employee).
All the while reading and studying everything I could relate to Billy’s case and the teaching he has
provided but only that which others had translated into English starting with everything that Wendelle
Stevens had written on the case.
In 1991 I met Wendelle Stevens at the First World UFO Congress and spent some time talking with
about Billy’s case, which was all, I was really interested in.
In 2002 I found the FIGU English forum and on Feb 19, 2002 I posted my first entry on the FIGU
English forum - http://forum.figu.org/us/messages/12/3437.html?1038874451#POST6389. After
reading and studying the information shared on the forum I asked my first question to Billy was in Dec
2002 after reading the Talmud Jmmanuel http://forum.figu.org/us/messages/12/3296.html?1043822889#POST9478
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As you may be aware I have been posting ever since then, offering my understanding of what I have
learned. From the forum I found about the Los Angeles FIGU study group and started ordering all the
FIGU material they translated in to English. This gave me a new source of Billy’s teaching in English
with which my studying continued. Each time I re-read the information the understanding grew clearer.
Through my computer background I learned about software language translators and started translating
the information I found on the http://figu.org/ch website. This is where my understanding of Billy and
FIGU’s mission came to the point where in December of 2009 I was finally ready to commit myself to
becoming a more active participant in Billy and FIGU’s mission and to begin studying the Spiritual
Teaching lessons. January 2011 I joined FIGU as a passive member and requested to start taking the
Spiritual Teaching Lessons. I also tried to join the FIGU Society USA group but found that they required
their members to be a FIGU passive member for two years prior to being able to join. So I only had to
wait until January of 2013 to join FIGU Society USA as an active member. In the mean time I ordered the
Talmud Jmmanuel (2011 version) and started translating and studying the new version of the Talmud
Jmmanuel as well as the Spiritual Teaching lessons I was receiving from FIGU. I received the letter from
FIGU Society USA in August of 2011 saying that they were being disbanded and if I was interested in the
future of the FIGU mission in the US that I should attend the October meeting in Prescott, Arizona.
My 3rd long term goal (sharing the information) final became a reality when I started working with the
TTT webteam (now the Creational Truth webteam) using everything I had been preparing myself to do.
The new website, I felt, could serve as a starting point - learning tool for everyone that is English
speaking to learn about the Spiritual Teaching as well as Billy and FIGU’s mission by basing it on the
information that had only been made available to the German speaking world on the FIGU Switzerland
website. This would also serve as a place for new members to learn as I did, but in English without them
having to translate each page on their own as I had done.
Phase 2 of the website project has been completed (Rough translation of all webpages pages) to initially
show the entire Creational Truth group what they have been missing which was provided in the FIGU
Switzerland website in German. It is now time to begin Phase 3 of the project which will be a detailed retranslation of every page on the website from the original German.
I reported to the group at our April meeting in Prescott that the website will not be ready for the general
public for probably another year when Phase 3 should be complete. Based on the groups
recommendation the Creational Truth website has been completely restructured with the section
containing the information from the FIGU Switzerland website hidden while the translations continued.
This information (provided by the FIGU Switzerland website) has now become the curriculum for the
Study Group to learn as a basic introduction to Billy, FIGU and their mission, the Spiritual Teaching,
Ufology and Overpopulation. The website restructuring has enabled the Creational Truth group, when
they feel the website ready, to start opening the website up to the public. This will start us in supporting
FIGU’s mission of disseminating the truth based on the information provided by Billy, FIGU and the
Plejaren, which Creation originated, and the Nokodemion spirit form introduced and to this day
continues to be taught through ‘Billy’ Eduard Albert Meier (BEAM).
Salome,
Patrick McKnight (PatM)
2-Sep-2012
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Creational Truth, a Pro-FIGU Group (formerly Toward the Truth)

2nd meeting in Prescott, Arizona
October 20th and 21st, 2012

Hotel St. Michael
Room 316
205 West Gurley Street
Prescott Arizona, 80631
800-678-3757
http://www.stmichaelhotel.com/home.htm

Registration is $35.00
Deadline to register is October 1st, 2012
Space it limited
For questions and further information

Please contact Karrol Steeves at karrolsteeves@lpbroadband.net
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